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Neil Steinberg

What makes U.S. great? Hint: not intolerance
April  30, 2006

BY NEIL STEINBERG SUN-TIMES COLUMNIST

Opening shot
When it comes to sounds-
good-but-proves-nothing faux
logic, the prize was retired by
the religious right's anti-gay
marriage plaint, "God created
Adam and Eve, not Adam and
Steve." Profound guys, thanks
-- now let's go tear up the
Constitution!

But a close second is the
argument,  which I heard all
day Friday, against a recording
of the national  anthem in
Spanish: "We wouldn't expect
Mexican President Vicente Fox
to sing Mexico's national
anthem in English, would we?"

Exactly!  Suddenly we're
supposed to ape the political
environs of Mexico? Does it
ever occur to anybody that it's
our ability to absorb other cultures, to not cling to holy writs, that has made us such a great nation?
Do we really want to be looking to other countries to be inspired by their intolerance? Are any of
them greater than this country? Ever wonder why? It sure ain't  because of the purity of our
bloodlines.

Sometimes you have to show up
Are you going to the immigration rights march Monday? A third of a million people are expected.
Big crowd. Normally I avoid crowds. And marches aren't my style. But I'm going.

History has a way of sneaking up on you. The first few times I saw the images of enormous crowds
in various cities, standing up for the enormous influx of Hispanics that has changed this country and
will change it further in the near future, it didn't quite register with me what I was seeing. I didn't
attend the March 10 protest here. But I think it's important to go Monday.

This nation is all  about people rising from their knees to their feet. Royal subjects rejecting the
whims of a king. Slaves casting off their chains. Newly arrived immigrants elbowing their way into
the closed elite and scratching out a place for themselves. The latest chapter in this story will be on
the streets of Chicago Monday.

It may seem like a bother, now. So did Selma. Only in retrospect will it become history. Only in
retrospect will it seem important. We have a chance, Monday, to stand up for those who are not in
some foreign country, but right here, right now, living all  too often in the shadows as second class
non-citizens. We can treat them properly or ship them back -- actually, we can't ship them back, so
the only question is: When will we treat them properly? This year? Next year? Never?

That's what the march is about. I'm going to be there Monday. Will  you?

Sweet and Bitter
The State Street Borders shelved Rich Cohen's new book Sweet and Low in the "Food and
Cooking" section, which is sort of like putting Death of a Salesman among the books on marketing.

Yes, Sweet and Low recounts the history of the artificial sweetener, Sweet'N Low, invented by
Cohen's grandfather, Ben Eisenstadt. But the book is really about the way the fortune that rolled
from those little pink packets broke apart Cohen's extended family. It should be filed under
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"Memoirs" or, at the very least, "Local Interest," since Cohen grew up in Glencoe.

The book is dedicated to his mother and her "issue" -- his grandmother's legal phrase for himself
and his siblings that Cohen painfully wields. They are cut off from the family fortune. I'm not giving
the plot away. Cohen early on explains the opportunity this affords. "To be disinherited is to be set
free," he writes, at the end of the preface.

Cohen puts his freedom to good use. His mother's relatives -- Aunt Gladys, never leaving her house
for 30 years, Uncle Marvin, the craven factory owner willing to underwrite mobsters but not help his
own blood -- would be unbelievable in fiction, but have that blend of the monstrous and the human
that tells you they're all  too real. His mother's first appearance in the book -- swooping down in a
rented plane to pluck a feverish teenage Cohen from a Wisconsin summer camp -- is a debut to
rival Venus emerging from the sea foam.

I had read some of Cohen's previous books -- Tough Jews, a fine reflection on Jewish mobsters,
The Avengers, a suffocating tale of the Vilnius ghetto's resistance to the Nazis. But that wasn't  why
I picked up Sweet and Low. Its premise -- the deterioration of a family over time -- was irresistible.

I should probably add that I've hung out with Cohen over the years, and that he's said kind things
about a previous book of mine. I don't think that biases me; it won't  keep me from pointing out the
book's central  flaw -- at times Cohen acts like it's a book about artificial sugar, diverting for pages
about the history of sweeteners. It's as if "Casablanca" cut away, occasionally, for digressions about
Morocco and the structure of the Vichy regime. He would have done better to never mention the
source of the fortune at all  -- Arthur Miller never says what Willy Loman is selling, does he?

Still, all  the historical sweetness diverts but doesn't diminish this bitter,  heartbreaking and candid
tale, rendered with rare insight and honesty. He might not expose the definite source of all  the
trouble -- it's not necessarily the money; believe me, families fall apart without two dimes to rub
together. But discovering exactly what went wrong is probably impossible.  In trying, Cohen reveals
a wound that many must carry, and the reader is left with the impression that the cut-off Cohens are
far better off than the monied Eisenstadts. Disinheritance is a bargain.

"If  the money from the estate is the cost of getting away," Cohen tells his mother, "consider it well-
spent."

Today's chuckle
"I know you can't put it in the paper," wrote reader Pat Bellavia. "But since I'm half Polish,  I can tell
them and I am so secure that almost nothing bothers me."

I'm half Polish too, and I thought the characters in this joke were not dumb -- as typical in those
"How many Poles to change a light bulb?" jokes -- but sweet, with a certain purity and dignity.
Anyway, if it offends, I apologize in advance:

Stash is walking along the street when he sees Yash with an ostrich following him.

He says, "Did you know an ostrich is following you?"

Yash says, "Yes and I don't know what to do with him."

Stash says, "Take him to the zoo."

The next day, there's Yash with the ostrich. Stash asks, "Didn't you take him to the zoo?"

Yash says, "Yes and he loved it, so today I am taking him to the planetarium."
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